
» Beds: 6 | Baths: 3 Full, 1 Half
» MLS #: 9108240
» Single Family | 2,781 ft² | Lot: 6,011 ft²
» The unique and modern finishes add to the overall appeal of this

home, making it stand out from other properties in the area.
» The spacious office with beautiful, rustic barn doors provides the

perfect workspace for those who work from home.
» More Info: 7382BanditDrive.IsForSale.com
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7382 Bandit Drive, Castle Rock, CO 80108

$ 720,000
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Luxurious Castle Rock Home with Movie Theatre

You must see this 6 bed, 4 bath Castle Rock home with an Office, Sun Room, Media Room and extended Patio with Pergola! The moment you walk in
you'll feel right at home with the Bright and Open feel of this Hemingway plan by Richmond. A perfect Front Office with Barn Doors open up so many
possibilities for working from home. Make your way to the main entertaining area of the home, it won't disappoint. A large living room has a cozy
fireplace and a picture window that overlooks the extended patio and Pergola out back. The open concept plan really shines as you look across the
Gourmet Kitchen featuring stainless appliances, double ovens and a gas cook top. In the heart of it all, a Kitchen Island fit for any size gathering, a
true entertainers dream. Just off the kitchen is a Sun Room that offers plenty of natural light and feels larger than it is due to the vaulted ceilings!
Upstairs will definitely surprise you. A Large Loft connects all of the rooms and offers options for study, homework, games and movies. A great
place for sleepovers! Secluded furthest away from the loft is the Primary Suite. Escape the day to a well appointed primary bath with a beautiful
oversized walk in shower, dual sinks and an incredible closet. 3 additional bedrooms, an upstairs laundry and full hall bath complete the package!
Venture on to the finished basement that offers more than you could want. 2 additional bedrooms allow for all of the friends or family to stay over
during the holidays! And, with a second living room, even those that want to get away can do so down here. Then there's the media room! At first
it's a well designed movie room that fits theater chairs and a projector (but, there's a secret). In a corner find a hidden secret room fit for the
youngest prince or princess. Out back is just perfect. A large Pergola covers the extended patio where Cafe Lights cast an evening glow that begs


